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[0:00:00] 

 

Interviewer: Good morning.  On behalf of the corners of Highland Heights, 

Highland Heights Methodist Church and Crossroads to Freedom at 

Rhodes College, I would like to thank you for taking the time to 

share your story.  Today’s date is June 24, 2015.  My name is 

Allison Henley, and I attend MASE.   

 

Prince Williams: My name is Prince Williams and I attend Southaven. 

 

Allison Walker: Let’s start out with some basic questions about you and your life.  

Then we will ask some more specific questions about the 

neighborhood you grew up in.   

 

Carey Jones: Okay. 

 

Allison Walker: What is your name? 

 

Carey Jones: Hugh Carey Jones.  I usually go by my middle name, Carey.   

 

Allison Walker: If you don’t mind me asking, what year were you born? 

 

Carey Jones: 1946. 

 

Allison Walker: Where were you born and raised? 

 

Carey Jones: Here in Memphis.  I lived at 3341 Bowen Avenue, which is three 

streets north of Summer, between National and Holmes.   

 

[0:00:57] 

 

Allison Walker: What is your occupation? 

 

Carey Jones: I’m retired. 

 

Allison Walker: What did you do before you retired? 

 

Carey Jones: I was an electrical engineer for Memphis Light, Gas and Water for 

31 years and 9 months, and I’m retired from the United States Air 

Force.  I was in the Tennessee Air Guard for 21 years.   

 

Allison Walker: Can you describe that for me please? 

 

Carey Jones: Being in the Guard, or working at the…? 

 

Allison Walker: In the Guard. 
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Carey Jones: In the Guard, I was a crew chief on a C-124 aircraft, and then      

C-130s.  Flew all over the world with the Tennessee Air Guard.   

 

Allison Walker: Did you ever marry? 

 

Carey Jones: Yes.  I married my high school sweetheart, Rita Morrow.  She 

graduated from Treadwell in the class of 1965.  I was the class of 

’64.  We were married in 1969. 

 

Allison Walker: Did you have any children? 

 

Carey Jones: We have three kids, two girls and one boy. 

 

Allison Walker: What are their names? 

 

[0:02:00] 

 

Carey Jones: Becky’s the oldest, Chrissy, and Steven.   

 

Allison Walker: What are their occupations? 

 

Carey Jones: Chrissy’s a stay-at-home mom.  I’m sorry, Becky’s a stay-at-

home-mom that works several different odd jobs, plus raising the 

kids and doing the housework.  My daughter Chrissy is a pediatric 

physical therapist, and she works in homes with kids.  And Steven 

is a graduate engineer, and he works wherever he can find work.  

Stays busy. 

 

Allison Walker: Can you tell me about the neighborhood you grew up in? 

 

Carey Jones: We lived on a very quiet street.  We had quite a few neighbor kids 

that were my age that played ball together.  Went to school 

together; we all went to Treadwell School.   

 

[0:03:00] 

 

I went to Treadwell School for 12 years, as did my wife.  We had a 

big field at the corner of Tutwiler and National that we played 

football in.  Highland Heights Baptist Church had a gymnasium 

that they left open 24-7, so we would go in there and play 

basketball at night or on weekends.  That went away when they 

tore the building down and built a new one.  But basically what we 

did was just a bunch of the neighborhood kids played street ball 

and rode bicycles and played sandlot football and basketball, 

things like that.   
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Allison Walker: You mentioned that you went to Treadwell.  Did you participate in 

any extracurricular activities? 

 

[0:04:02] 

 

Carey Jones: Not really.  I didn’t like organized sports, so I never did.  I did go 

out and play basketball for a while and didn’t really care for it, so I 

quit that.   

 

Allison Walker: What was your home life like? 

 

Carey Jones: I had an older sister that was ten years older than me, so she and I 

weren’t really attached all that close together, because there was 

such a big age difference.  And she married real young, so she was 

gone most of the time.  Both of my parents worked, and I wound 

up being at home by myself a lot of the time, especially during the 

summer months.  I went to some summer camps, where I did 

swimming, tennis, horseback riding, that kind of thing.  I always 

went to church camp every summer.   

 

[0:05:00] 

 

Allison Walker: Who were your parents and what were they like? 

 

Carey Jones: My parents were Glen Jones, and my mother was Evelyn Jones.  

They moved into the house on Bowen in I believe 1936 - it may 

have been 1935, but somewhere in that timeframe.  Either right 

before or right after my sister was born.  I don’t really remember 

what the timeframe was there with her.  Of course I was born there 

in 1946 and lived there until 1972 - or 1969 when my wife and I 

married, and we moved over on Hardin Avenue which is close to 

Jackson and Macon.  And we lived there for about two and a half 

years and then moved into the house on Redwood in 1972, that 

we’re in now.  We’ve been there ever since.   

 

[0:06:00] 

 

Allison Walker: Can you tell me what school was like for you? 

 

Carey Jones: Oh, school was good.  I enjoyed being in school.  It was really, 

really hot because there was no air conditioning back then.  They 

kept all the windows open during the summer months, and during 

the winter months, they used the windows to regulate the 

temperature because the steam heat radiators got so hot and you 

couldn’t cool them down quickly.  So they used the windows to 
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keep it regulated during the winter months.  All the teachers that I 

knew lived pretty much in the neighborhood or close to the 

neighborhood.  All the kids in the neighborhood went to Treadwell 

School, and went to churches in this area.  So it was a pretty close 

relationship with the people.  It was just like - I’m still in contact 

with a lot of my high school graduates.   

 

[0:07:02] 

 

And there’s one good friend of mine that has lived in the same 

house all his life for 68 years.  Lives right around the corner from 

me.  And we have a group meeting once a month with graduates of 

1964 class of Treadwell, and typically have about 25 to 30 people 

show up for lunch.  So it’s - we were all pretty close.  There’s a lot 

of people that went to Treadwell that went there all 12 years.  We 

had a few that transferred in or out, but there was a big number of 

graduates there that went the full 12 years.  So we knew each other 

from first grade on.   

 

Allison Walker: Were there any teachers that had an impact on you? 

 

Carey Jones: Not any one particular that stood out. 

 

[0:08:00] 

 

 I had a fifth grade teacher that I liked real well, and a Latin teacher 

that - I took Latin for two years in high school - I remember her 

quite well.  And of course I was interested in math and science, so 

I remember the chemistry teacher pretty well - Mr. Redding.   

 

Allison Walker: What church did you attend? 

 

Carey Jones: My family and I went to First Baptist Church, which used to be 

downtown on Linden, and then they moved to a new building at 

the corner of Poplar and East Parkway.  And I went there most of 

my school day time until after my wife and I got married, and 

when we got married, we started going to National Avenue Baptist 

Church, which is just down the street from Highland Heights 

Baptist Church.  It’s closer to Jackson.  Church is still there, but 

it’s changed names. 

 

[0:09:05] 

 

Allison Walker: Were you very active in church? 
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Carey Jones: Yes.  Yeah, I was involved in the sound system both at First 

Baptist Church and at National Avenue.  And when my kids came 

along, when they got old enough, they were playing in the praise 

band at National Avenue.  Still do play in praise band, but we’re at 

New Church Memphis now, which is the old Leewood - I’m sorry 

- Leclair Baptist Church.   So National Avenue merged with 

Leclair, and they changed the name to New Church Memphis.   

 

Allison Walker: Was the church involved in the community? 

 

Carey Jones: They have AWANA programs for the kids.  My wife drives the 

church bus and picks up kids on Wednesday evenings to bring 

them to the AWANA program at church. 

 

[0:10:00] 

 

 Unfortunately, there’s not a whole lot of the kids’ families who 

follow up on that and participate in church activities, but it does 

reach out to the kids.  

 

Allison Walker: You said the name of the program was? 

 

Carey Jones: AWANA.   

 

Allison Walker: Can you elaborate on that please? 

 

Carey Jones: Not a whole lot.  It stands for Approved Workmen Are Not 

Ashamed.  And it’s just a kids’ program.  I don’t know who put it 

together or when it started, but it’s a fairly good-sized program that 

a lot of churches have and participate in.  And that runs basically 

during the school year.  And then they break for summer.  And 

they usually, of course, have a vacation Bible school or some type 

of program during the summer months for the kids.   

 

Allison Walker: Can you tell us what Highland Heights means to you? 

 

[0:11:04] 

 

Carey Jones: Oh gosh, it’s just - we’ve lived here all of our lives, so it’s just like 

home.  Years ago, there was the Bristol Theater there between 

Highland and National that a big part of the kids from Treadwell 

would go there on Saturday afternoons to movies.  There was a 

drugstore there on the corner, Daniel’s Pharmacy that you could go 

get a fountain soda, until they moved across the corner to a new 

location, and they did away with their soda fountain at some point.  

I don’t know if Fred remembers that or not.  Krystal Hamburgers 
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came in there between National and Holmes one summer.  So we 

had a Krystal there, and there was one downtown.  I don’t know 

where any others were, but that was kind of a neat thing for us 

because it was a drive-in.   

 

[0:12:00] 

 

 And there would be a circle of traffic through there every Friday 

and Saturday nights.  And there was a Shoney’s that was built 

between National and Holmes also, which was another local 

hangout at night.  I mean, just about everything that you needed 

was available right there in the neighborhood.  Hardware store, 

pharmacies, the fast food places for fast food back then - Krystals 

were a dime.   

 

Allison Walker: Do you believe Highland Heights has changed? 

 

Carey Jones: Yes. 

 

Allison Walker: Can you explain, please? 

 

Carey Jones: Well, the city’s changed.  The neighborhood’s changed.  With the 

kids not going to the neighborhood schools and not going to the 

neighborhood churches, there’s not the family participation in the 

school systems that we saw back when I was in school.   

 

[0:13:00] 

 

 Treadwell, they had, since the teachers and the kids all lived in the 

same area, there was a lot of pride in the school system itself and 

in Treadwell School.  They had pep rallies. They had dances in the 

gym.  Never any problems of any kind.  My parents didn’t have a 

lock on their front door until I was a senior in high school or 

maybe the year after I graduated from high school.  And then they 

didn’t have a lock on the back door.  But they did put a lock on the 

front door.  So it was that type of thing.  We knew all the garbage 

men by name, and had things for them at Christmas.  And the 

meter reader for Memphis Light, Gas and Water - our gas meter 

was inside the pantry in the kitchen, so he’d just knock on the back 

door and say, “Light, Gas and Water,” and he’d come in and read 

the meter whether we were there or not.   

 

[0:14:00] 

 

 You might be standing there in your underwear, and he came in to 

read the meter.  But that was just the way things were. 
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Allison Walker: So you think that it changed in a negative way? 

 

Carey Jones: Yeah, I think so.  I think it changed in a negative way.  There 

doesn’t seem to be any pride in the school systems whatsoever.  

Most of the people that went to the neighborhood churches have 

died off or moved away, or they’re going to a church that’s not in 

the neighborhood anymore, and National Avenue, which we went 

there for years and years - we got down to the point where we 

couldn’t pay the utility bill because we didn’t have enough people 

that were interested enough in the church to come.  And all the 

older people were dying off or in nursing homes or moving away.  

So we finally had to merge with Leclair.   

 

[0:15:05] 

 

Allison Walker: If you could, what would you change in the community? 

 

Carey Jones: I don’t know that you could go back and change anything, but it 

sure would be nice to have the openness and the trust and the 

neighborhood participation that we had back when I was a kid, and 

you had all the friends in the neighborhood that did things together.  

And we just didn’t have any trouble.  Like I said, my parents didn’t 

have a lock on the house until after I - or after my senior year or 

right after I graduated from high school.  They never took the keys 

out of their car.  They’d leave the car sitting in the driveway with 

the keys in it.  Never had any issues with that.  You can’t do that 

now.   

 

[0:16:01] 

 

Allison Walker: So going back, what was going on in Highland Heights in the ‘60s 

and ‘70s? 

 

Carey Jones: Well like I said earlier, we had school dances at the YMCA.  A lot 

of people were active at the YMCA and they had dances on the 

weekends.  They had dances at Highland Heights Presbyterian 

Church that were open to the neighborhood kids.  And we had a lot 

of school spirit with the pep rallies and the bands and football 

games.  Everybody went to the basketball games, football games.  

And they would have dances a lot of the times after the game in the 

school gymnasium, and there was never any kind of issue with any 

kind of fights or problems that I knew of. 

 

Allison Walker: What significance did Treadwell have on the community? 
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[0:17:03] 

 

Carey Jones: It was a community school.  Our class had, I think, 305 graduates.  

It was a pretty good size class and a good size school.  And 

everybody in the neighborhood went to the school.  So it had a lot 

of influence on the neighborhood and how things went in the 

neighborhood.  And that changed really when the busing started 

and people lost pride in their neighborhood, because they weren’t 

going to school in the neighborhood; they didn’t have any ties to 

the neighborhood.   

 

Allison Walker: Where are some places in Highland Heights that made it a better 

place? 

 

Carey Jones: Some places?  Like things to do?   

 

Allison Walker: Like areas or churches? 

 

[0:18:00] 

 

Carey Jones: All the churches were real active, and like I said, Highland Heights 

Baptist Church had a gymnasium that they just left open for kids to 

come in and play basketball.  There was a field right behind that 

building where we could play football.  There was the movie 

theater, Gaisman swimming pool, Fairground swimming pool.  

When we were kids, we’d ride our bikes to Fairground swimming 

pool.  When I was 12, 13, 14 years old, it was nothing for us to - 

all the neighborhood kids - get on our bikes and ride to the 

Fairgrounds pool to go swimming.  So there was activities, things 

for us to do all the time. 

 

Allison Walker: Were you actively involved in any racial movements in the city? 

 

Carey Jones: No. 

 

Allison Walker: Do you know why? 

 

[0:18:59] 

 

Carey Jones: I guess that was after my time, that that started.  I’m all for the 

people going to school in their neighborhoods.  I think that’s very 

important to develop a pride in your neighborhood and have some 

type of connection with where you go to school, and the teachers 

and the churches in the neighborhood.  Somebody that’s brought in 

here from across town, they don’t care what goes on in this area.  

They’re just sent to the school. 
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Prince Williams: Did you go to college? 

 

Carey Jones: Yes. 

 

Prince Williams: What college did you attend? 

 

Carey Jones: I went to University of Memphis, or Memphis State.  I took some 

classes at State Tech also, which is now Southwest Tennessee. 

 

Prince Williams: How was college? 

 

[0:20:00] 

 

Carey Jones: For me?  Hard.  I was - like I said - I was an electrical engineer for 

Memphis Light, Gas and Water, and I struggled to get through that. 

 

Prince Williams: How was it like working for Memphis Light, Gas and Water? 

 

Carey Jones: That was a good place to work.  Things have changed there, too, 

and I’m not going to say they’ve changed for the better.  But when 

I started to work for Memphis Gas, Light and Water, that was a 

career.  If you got hired there, you were pretty much going to stay 

until you retired.  That’s not so anymore.  It’s just a job to people.  

And you don’t see the people staying like that for 25 or 30 years or 

more. 

 

[0:21:01] 

 

 So if you have more turnover in a workforce, the people don’t get 

the connection to the company like they did before.  They don’t 

have pride - or don’t seem to have pride - in the company or in 

their job.  And I think that affects the quality of the work, to a big 

degree. 

 

Prince Williams: You mentioned that you and the class that you graduated with 

usually meet up once a month.  What kinds of stuff do you talk 

about? 

 

Carey Jones: Everything from what their kids and grandkids are doing, to what 

we used to do in high school, or what we’re doing now since all of 

us are older and retired - most of them are retired.  And what kind 

of medication are you on, and what kind of aches and pains do you 

have.   

 

[0:22:00] 
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So of course, quite a few of our graduates have passed away, too.  

Getting to that age. 

 

Prince Williams: Would you consider Highland Heights as a close-knit 

neighborhood when you were young? 

 

Carey Jones: Yes, very.  There were neighborhood stores.  I don’t know if you 

all knew about that or have done any research on that, but there 

was a lot of neighborhood stores.  There was a neighborhood store 

just right down the corner from our house where we lived on 

Bowen.  It was at the corner of Bowen and National - Sammy’s 

Grocery Store.  And they delivered to people that weren’t able to 

come to the store or didn’t have transportation.  Most people back 

then, if they had a car, they only had one car.  And a lot of the 

parents, the mothers were stay at home moms.  Some of them had 

to work, like my mother had to work. 

 

[0:23:04] 

 

 But I remember my first job was working at Sammy’s Grocery 

Store delivering groceries on a Schwinn bicycle.  And you were 

lucky if you got a dime tip.  But there was a grocery store right 

down here on Highland between Powell and Coleman.  There was 

another grocery store on Holmes and Powell, and then another one 

a little further down the street on Holmes.  So there was a lot of 

little small neighborhood grocery stores that served the people in 

that area.  And of course, when I delivered groceries, you’d knock 

on the door - on the back door screen - and walk in, put the 

groceries on the counter, and the people may be there to give you a 

tip, and may not be.  But if you got a nickel or dime tip, you were 

doing pretty good. 

 

[0:24:04] 

 

Prince Williams: Would you say it was fun delivering groceries? 

 

Carey Jones: No, that was really hard.  No, it was not fun. 

 

Prince Williams: Were there any entertainers that came to Memphis? 

 

Carey Jones: Entertainers?  I don’t remember any until probably after I got out 

of high school.  I don’t remember any coming before then.  I’m 

sure there were, but it wasn’t something that I could afford or had 

access to. 
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Allison Walker: Going back to high school, how would you compare the transition 

from high school to going to college? 

 

[0:25:03] 

 

Carey Jones: College was not as carefree.  It wasn’t - not that it was anything 

difficult to adjust to, but you didn’t know as many people.  You 

had classes scheduled with people - you might have a friend in 

there, but most of the time there wasn’t anybody in the class that 

you knew, so that was kind of a change.  The instructors didn’t 

really take a - much of a personal approach to you.  They were 

there, they presented their material, and you took the test, turned in 

your homework.  There wasn’t a whole lot of interaction where 

they - to me, they weren’t there to try to help you get through.  

They were just there as a job. 

 

[0:26:05] 

 

 Where in high school, if you had a problem, your parents knew 

about it real quick because they were going to let them know.  Or 

the coaches would, or the paddle would.   

 

Allison Walker: If you don’t mind me asking, what year did you graduate from 

college? 

 

Carey Jones: Officially?  Gosh, I went - I started college in ’64.  I went for a 

year and a half, then I went in the military.  Came out of the 

military and went back to school.  Then I went off and on until ’71.  

Yeah, so it was 1970, ’71 before I graduated.  And then I took 

some more classes after that.   

 

[0:27:04] 

 

Allison Walker: During that time period, were there any racial impacts on your 

education? 

 

Carey Jones: No. 

 

Prince Williams: Going back to the military, how was it like? 

 

Carey Jones: I went in the military during the Vietnam crisis.  A lot of people 

that I knew were being drafted.  If you weren’t a student at the 

time, there was a really, really good strong chance that you were 

going to be drafted into the Army or you’d have to join one of the 

other branches of service.  I had a 2S classification, which was 

student.  And I had signed up for the Tennessee Air Guard -  
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[0:28:00] 

 

 thinking that maybe if in between semesters or at some point, that I 

would be able to get into the Guard.  And I knew some people out 

there.  So I signed up for it, and then it got to the point where - my 

name was so far down on the list, I thought, “Well I’ll never get 

into the Air National Guard, and I’ll probably be drafted either 

before I get out of school, or at some point I’ll be drafted.”  But I 

got a call one day to ask me if I was still interested to get into 

Guard, and I said, “Sure.”  And they said, “Well come on out.”  

And that was on a Thursday or Friday, and Monday I was 

officially in the Guard.  The physical was, “Yeah, you’re 

breathing.  I guess everything’s okay.”   

 

[0:29:01] 

 

So I stayed in there for 21 years.   

 

Prince Williams: What kinds of things did you do? 

 

Carey Jones: I was crew chief on an airplane, and flew with the airplane.  And 

we were mainly a military lift command.  We flew people and 

cargo all over the world.  And we were flying some airplanes that 

were capable of carrying outsize cargo.  And there was nothing 

else in Air Force inventory at the time except later on, the C-5s, 

that would carry the outsize cargo.  So we got a lot of missions to 

fly this outsize cargo, like tractor-trailers, surveillance equipment 

that was inside tractor-trailers, trucks, things of that nature that we 

would fly somewhere - either go somewhere and pick it up and 

move it to someplace else.   

 

[0:30:05] 

 

 I’ve been as far west as Thailand, and that’s as far south as I’ve 

been.  I’ve been as far east as Diyarbakir, Turkey.  Been as far 

north as Reykjavik, Iceland.  So I’ve kind of covered the bases.  

I’ve just about gone all around the world, if you count meeting in 

the middle somewhere.   

 

Prince Williams: How was the experience? 

 

Carey Jones: It was fun.  It was a lot of hard work.  Got to know and meet a lot 

of people on the air crew, because we generally had anywhere 

from 11 to 13 people on the air crew, and everybody worked 
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together.  Had to.  I went to Vietnam, and we flew over to 

Vietnam.   

 

[0:31:00] 

 

We left Memphis empty, we picked up 45,000 pounds of 12-gauge 

double-aught buckshot in California, and then flew that over to 

Vietnam.  And then we flew missions in and out of Vietnam for 

nine different times - nine missions in and out of Da Nang, which 

is not much compared to the overall scheme.  But then we left the 

airplane in the Philippines and they sent another crew from 

Memphis to fly, and they wound up keeping that airplane over 

there for about four months before they brought it home.   

 

Allison Walker: Going back to Highland Heights, what were your fond memories 

of it? 

 

Carey Jones: All the neighborhood friends and the ball games that we had, and 

going to the Bristol Theater to see movies and riding our bicycles 

everywhere.  Just like now, my grandson and I ride bicycles all 

over the place. 

 

[0:32:03] 

 

 He’s eight years old.  It’s nothing for us to ride 20 miles, 25 miles. 

 

Prince Williams: Do you have a favorite memory? 

 

Carey Jones: Just the overall - everything was just fun and everybody was 

easygoing.  There was no crime issues, there was no problems.  

You know, if we had an argument with one of our friends there in 

the neighborhood, we might wrestle around in the grass for a little 

while, but then we shook hands and everybody was friends again.   

 

Allison Walker: How would you compare any other areas to Highland Heights? 

 

Carey Jones: I don’t know that I really can, because we didn’t go - other than 

football or basketball games -  

 

[0:33:01] 

 

I never went to any baseball games or any track meets or anything, 

but the basketball and football, we went to the games.  And we had 

contact with the other schools then, but it was like well, the kids at 

White Station or East - they’re kind of snooty because they’re a 

little upper - more upper-class than we are, you know.  Maybe 
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lived in bigger houses or their parents had more money.  But we 

always considered that some of the schools were kind of uppity 

and most of the contact we had with them was at games and things 

like that.   

 

Prince Williams: So would you consider White Station as a school rival? 

 

Carey Jones: Well, all the schools were rivals.  Of course, Treadwell had a really 

good basketball team back in my time.  And Kingsbury had a good 

team, but Treadwell and Kingsbury and East, White Station, 

Central - all of those schools were big into the basketball and 

football.  And we had a really good basketball team.   

 

[0:34:05] 

 

Allison Walker: How would you compare race relations to Memphis then and now? 

 

Carey Jones: Between then and now?  Seems like we just got along better back 

then.  Everybody did.  I don’t know.  There wasn’t - you know, the 

blacks had their schools.  As far as how good they were or how 

much trouble was there, we didn’t really have - we weren’t 

exposed to it.  I had some black friends back then, but they were - 

we didn’t have that much contact.   

 

[0:35:00] 

 

Allison Walker: Is there any advice that you would like to give to the youth of 

Highland Heights? 

 

Carey Jones: I’d just like for people to try to get along better and have some 

pride in their neighborhood and their homes.  That’s, to me, we 

just don’t have that - we don’t know who our neighbors are like we 

used to.  I guess people are just too distant or have got too many 

other things going on, or they don’t care, or either they don’t want 

to get involved or whatever.  But I know just a few people on my 

street now, because everybody else has moved out.  But I know the 

neighbors on both sides of us, and I know one neighbor across the 

street, and that’s about it. 

 

[0:36:04] 

 

 Where back when I was in high school, we knew everybody. 

 

Prince Williams: Is there anything you would like to add onto that we haven’t 

covered? 
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Carey Jones: No, can’t think of anything.  You all have done a good job 

elbowing each other.   

 

Allison Walker: We would like to thank you for participating in the Crossroads to 

Freedom Project.   

 

Carey Jones: You’re welcome. 

 

[0:36:36] 

  

[End of Audio] 


